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Non-targeted whole genome sequencing is a powerful
tool to comprehensively identify constituents of
microbial communities in a sample. There is no need to
direct the analysis to any identification before
sequencing which can decrease the introduction of bias
and false negatives results. It also allows the
assessment of genetic aberrations in the genome,
including non coding regions.

The performance of four different random priming
amplification methods to recover RNA viral genetic
material were compared in this study. The SISPA
technique (Fig.1) allowed for whole genome assembly of
SARS-CoV-2 and influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 in mixed
viruses single samples

Introduction Results

• The SISPA method allowed for whole genome 
assembly of SARS-CoV-2 and influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 
in mixed samples.

• The full genome sequence can be assembled when 
initial viral titres are as low as 2.6x103 pfu/ml (Ct, 22.4) 
for single SARS-CoV-2 virus.

• The limit of detection for metagenomics is 101 pfu/ml 
(Ct, 30) for single or mixed viruses sample

• Genome coverage and depth of coverage correlate with
virus titre. At high virus titre, the mean average was
46181.62 nucleotides per base (with average coverage
depth of 3,000 for S gene) (Fig. 2).

• Importantly, the method presented here does not rely 
on primer specificity towards any of viral gene. 

Conclusions

The SISPA method is predominantly useful for obtaining
genome sequences from RNA viruses or investigating
complex clinical samples as no prior sequence
information is needed. It might be applied to monitor
genomic virus changes, virus evolution and can be used
for fast metagenomics detection. It can be useful to
assess the general picture of different pathogens within
the sample
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Fig 1. Overview of SISPA strategy. 

Fig 2. Read distributions aligning to SARS-CoV-2 viral genome after SISPA 
coupled with Miseq Ilumina sequencing for whole-genome sequencing. 
Number of reads at each genome position is plotted. Viruses used for 

sequencing: hCov-19/England/02/2020 (Eng-2), hCov-
19/Edinburgh/2/2020 (EDB-2), hCov-19/Edinburgh/8/2020 (EDB-8), 

hCov-19/Edinburgh/10/2020 (EDB-10) and hCov-19/Edinburgh/12/2020 
(EDB-12)
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